
Paddy Murphy
拍数: 32 墙数: 4 级数: Improver

编舞者: Ole Jacobson (DE) & Nina K. (DE) - April 2021
音乐: The Night Pat Murphy Died - Johnny Brady

[01-08] look shuffle, heel, hook, heel switches, toe touch, behind, side, cross
1&2 RF step forward - Cross LF behind RF - Step RF forward
3&4 L-Heel touch forward - Raise LF in front of RF - L-Heel touch forward
&5 Place the LF next to the RF - R-Heel touch forward
&6 Place RF next to LF - Touch LF to the left
7&8 Cross LF behind RF - Step RF to the right - Cross LF over RF (weight on LF)

[09-16] side jump, tap(R+L), right diagonaly back jump, together, back jump, side jump, tap or together L+R),
coaster step
&1 RF small step to the right (with a small jump) - Tap LF next to RF
&2 LF small step to the left (with a small jump) - Touch RF next to LF
&3 RF small diagonal step back to the right (with a small jump) - Place LF next to RF
&4 RF small diagonal step back to the right (with a small jump) - Touch LF next to RF
&5 LF small step to the left (with a small jump) - Touch RF next to LF
&6 RF small step to the right (with a small jump) - Tap LF next to RF
7&8 LF step backwards - Place RF next to LF - LF step forward
Restart in der 3.Wand (06:00) und 6.Wand (12:00)

[17-24] chassee right, sailor turn 1/4 L, chassee right, behind, side , heel touch
1&2 Step right to the right - Step left to right - Step right to the right
3&4 1/4 L-turn, LF step backwards - Put RF next to LF - Cross LF over RF (09:00)
5&6 RF step to the right - Move left to right - RF small step right
7&8 Cross LF behind RF - Step RF to the right - Tap L-Heel diagonally to the left in front

[25-32] together, cross, side, heel touch, together, cross, side, heel touch, together, cross, 1/2 turn L, coaster
step
& Place LF next to RF
1&2 Cross RF over LF - LF small step to the left - Tap R-Heel to the front diagonally to the right
& Place RF next to LF
3&4 Cross LF over RF - RF small step to the right - Tap L-Heel to the front diagonally to the left
& Place LF next to RF
5,6 Cross RF over LF - 1/2 turn L (weight at the end on RF) (03:00)
7&8 LF step backwards - Place RF next to LF - LF step forward

Finish: replace the last counts 7&8 with a triple turn 1/2 left (12:00)

... start again
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